Providing Industry Leading Services for
Plant Lifecycle and Reliability Analyses

INFO
LCSIM, LLC
+1 (561) 293-8527

LCSIM provides industry leading services for plant lifecycle
and reliability analyses

contact@lcsim.com
515 N. Flagler Dr. Suite P 300,
West Palm Beach, FL 33401 USA

Markets we serve: Chemicals, Oil & Gas Production, Refining,
Aerospace, Power, Mining

“WE TAKE RELIABILITY PROBLEM SOLVING TO THE NEXT LEVEL.”

With over 25 years of experience, LCSIM goes straight to the
source of your biggest plant challenges. From new plant
design to improvement of deteriorating plants, bring us
in to help you decide where to spend capital or modify
operation to optimize revenue.
We use comprehensive models, unlike other RAM/risk
analysis solution providers, to predict future operating
performance with high confidence. Other solution providers
rely on uncontrolled, simplifying assumptions that introduce
unknowns and potentially large uncertainties into their
analyses.
Our tools, techniques and experience allow us to explicitly
and accurately model the complex features typically found
in the industries we serve: Chemicals, Oil & Gas Production,
Refining, Aerospace, Power and Mining.
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TYPICAL SERVICE OFFERINGS
ACROSS THE PLANT LIFECYCLE
Whether the plant has not yet been built or it’s
over 50 years old, it’s never too early or too late
for a reliability modeling study. The diagram
below shows our typical project types by
lifecycle stage so you can get an idea of the
different areas we can help you.

Our analysts can integrate with your team at any level of involvement that you desire, ranging from end to end
modeling and analysis of your system, to assisting your team in the effort, working within your established
process. We also offer training packages with detailed instruction on the use of APM software.

FEASIBILITY

DESIGN

IN-SERVICE

MID-LIFE AND
AGING SYSTEMS

• Identification of
opportunity gaps

• Effects of age on
ongoing operations

• “Top 10” lists

• Re-evaluation of
sparing strategies

• Due diligence

• Supplier selection

• Probability of reaching
economic targets

• Initial maintenance
strategies

• Probability of meeting
market demand

• Unit capacity
requirements

• De-bottlenecking
project evaluation

• Lifecycle cost evaluation

• Initial spares stocking

• Operating procedure
evaluation

• Tank and buffer
storage sizing
• Logistics evaluation
• Redundancies

• Maintenance strategy
optimization
• Logistics –
ship/truck/railcar sizes

• Adjustment of
maintenance
strategies and
operating procedures
• Cost/benefit
evaluation of new
technology upgrades

• Bypasses
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We’ve heard our clients say,

“I need my plant to
be more reliable.”
Or
“We need a reliability
study done.”
We know what you are asking
for - to find optimum value
through your spending capital.

WHY IT’S NOT JUST ‘RELIABILITY’
YOU’RE LOOKING FOR
We believe a well-defined objective is most important for project success, and that metric
is not only going to focus solely on reliability. We’ll identify your key performance indicators
(KPI’s) that will help support and quantify the benefits derived from the asset reliability
modeling study. Your objectives can include goals around availability, on-stream time,
failures on demand and storage tank empty/full events, among others.
If you need a comprehensive and accurate asset modeling study, ask your potential services
partner if they are familiar with reliability studies that deal with continuous flows, buffer
storage, warehouse storage, or complex logic. Everyone will say yes but dig deeper, and
you will find that most will be making many uncontrolled, simplifying assumptions in
these areas.
You will quickly understand what makes us different. No uncontrolled assumptions
made here.

WHY DO GLOBAL COMPANIES
TRUST LCSIM?
We don’t get caught up in minor details or nitpick over scope. We do make a big deal out of
building ongoing partnerships through ensuring high client satisfaction. For us, a project is
never just tactical execution – we genuinely enjoy our work and gain great satisfaction from
helping our clients.
If you are looking for someone you can trust to get the job done quickly and without trudging
through painful paperwork just to get started, LCSIM is the right fit for you. We understand
you have evolving needs and may not always know the full scope of the project up front. Our
job is to make sure the project is delivered on time, without compromises.
Our clients see a return on investment many times over after using our services – the benefits
are immediate and ongoing. There’s a reason they always come back.
We want you to be standing on solid ground with two feet. Leave it to us or let us integrate
into your team.
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TRAINING OPTIONS BASED
ON YOUR NEEDS
Looking to get some basic skills in reliability system modeling? Need to uplevel your skills for
a more complex project? Take a class with us and learn directly from the original developers
of Aspen Fidelis Reliability who’ve helped big and small customers like you. Go further and
sail there faster —contact us at contact@lcsim.com to sign up!

BASIC AFR TRAINING

ADVANCED TRAINING

SUPER USER TRAINING

MOST POPULAR

BUILD BASIC MODELS

BECOME AN EXPERT

Who’s it for?
For those who want to be able to
tweak and run existing models and
leave the heavy lifting to us.
What will I learn?
How to change values in models that
have already been built.
Benefits
Save your time and resources.
Length
2 Days

Who’s it for?
For those w/ smaller projects that want
to build their own models.

Who’s it for?
For those that want to focus their
expertise in system modeling.

What will I learn?
How to build and modify your own
models without heavy customization.

What will I learn?
How to build advanced and complex
models for site-wide or large scale projects.

Benefits
Make a huge impact on small projects.

Benefits
YOU become the expert!

Length
2 Days

Length
3 Days*

*Prerequisite: AFR Advanced Training

SOFTWARE AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
System and Reliability Modeling Software You Can Trust
We use Aspen Fidelis Reliability (AFR) software that is a part of AspenTech’s extensive
aspenONE® Asset Performance Management Suite for our modeling studies.
AFR provides a comprehensive assessment of internal and external risks, underlying costs
and information needed to justify improvements over the complete lifecycle of your
plant. Aspen Fidelis Reliability is a process reliability analysis tool uniquely designed to:

For more technical details on Aspen
Fidelis Reliability modeling software, visit
AspenTech’s website: www.aspentech.com

• Understand process flows and the level of impact potential failures will have on overall
plant operations and revenue

• Quickly and confidently validate model logic and results using flexible, open platform
technology

Reliability Modeling Results That Tell a Story
•

Predicts future performance of your plant – by factoring in design, capacity, operations,
maintenance, logistics and market dynamics

• Evaluates the financial impact of change at any level –by making tweaks in your model
and quantifying the effect

•

THE LCSIM COMMITMENT

We treat your business
as our business.
We are 100% committed
to your success.

Clarifies what is impacting the KPI’s in your plant - in order of severity
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